Alten Group

Better platform for better project delivery

Created over 30 years ago, with 34k employees based in more than 25 countries, Alten Group is a world leader in Engineering and Technology Consulting. It works in the Aeronautics & Space, Defense & Naval, Security, Automotive, Rail, Energy, Life Sciences, Finance, Retail, Telecommunications and Services sectors.

The Challenge

The international activities of Alten Group were growing fast, with many acquisitions and significant internal growth. As a result, it had a variety of business cultures, tools, and processes to be standardized. In addition, the company needed to adhere to local laws and specificities.

How did Unit4 help?

INFO
INDUSTRY: Professional Services
SIZE: 34,000 employees
LOCATION: France
PRODUCT: Unit4 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Achievements

Standardization
Alten Core Model - Same internal processes, same way to work, same system, same vision everywhere in the world.

Financial alignment
Common and integrated Financial group reporting. Standardization and accuracy of financial data. All info visible for group teams.

Centralization
One system from a technical point of view to improve efficiency, control, and maintenance.

Impacts

“Unit4 has enabled Alten to operate as a tight and efficient global operation. It is a powerful and flexible system that easily handles our fast growth.”

David Gilaberte Fernandez, Lead of Unit4 ERP International Competence Center
Delphine Luna, Key User coordinator

For more information, go to: www.unit4.com
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